
Module 3: 
Struggle for Life
Survival is a constantly shifting struggle
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Enquire 
with Darwin

KS2
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The Great Turf
Painted by Albrecht Dürer  
in 1503
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Observing the struggle for life
Darwin’s weed plot experiment
‘With plants there is a vast destruction of seeds, but, 
from some observations which I have made, I believe 
that it is the seedlings which suffer most from 
germinating in ground already thickly stocked with 
other plants. Seedlings, also, are destroyed in vast 
numbers by various enemies’
Charles Darwin, On the Origin of Species, 1859
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Observing the struggle for life
Darwin’s weed plot experiment

4 cm-long galvanised 
wires to mark seedlings 
as they emerge
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Observing the struggle for life
Darwin’s weed plot experiment
Charles Darwin was a scientist interested in how 
plants and animals were in competition with each 
other to survive. 
In January 1857 he started his ‘weed garden experiment’ by clearing weeds 
from a patch of poor soil and by putting up a small fence to protect the 
patch from ‘large animals’. He waited and watched for seedlings to appear. 
The first seedlings appeared in March.

Think like Darwin and discuss with a partner the reasons why Darwin:

•  went to the weed garden experiment every day.

•  marked each seedling with a wire.
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Observing the struggle for life
‘What a wondrous 
problem it is-what a play 
of forces, determining the 
kinds and proportions of 
each plant in a square 
yard of turf.’ 
Darwin in a letter to Joseph Hooker, 
1857.
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Observing the struggle for life
What ‘forces’ are at play in Darwin’s weed 
plot experiment?
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Resource materials
Look closely at the 
plants you can see in  
Durer’s The Great Turf. 
Do you recognise any  
of the plants?

Choose one plant to draw.

•  What shape are the leaves? 
Does it have flowers?

•  Have you seen this plant near 
school or home? If you have, what 
kind of place did you see it in? 

•  Are there other plants 
growing nearby?

•  Imagine what life is like for this 
plant , living in The Great Turf.

Observations:
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Resource materials
Thinking like Darwin
Darwin’s weed plot experiment. Work with a partner to discuss the reasons 
why Darwin:

1.  Went to the weed garden experiment every day.

We think...

We think...

2. Marked each seedling with a wire.
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Resource materials
My square of turf
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Resource materials
Question stem cards

Why is When will Where does

What is How does Could this

What if Can it Should we
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